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remember the titans, historical fact or fiction? - remember the titans, historical fact or fiction? amy s.
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on the true story of t.c. williams high school in alexandria, virginia. my dear hamilton: a novel of eliza
schuyler hamilton - stephanie dray€is a new york times, wall street journal and usa today bestselling author
of historical women’s fiction. her award-winning work has been translated into eight languages and tops lists
for the most anticipated reads of the year. before she became a novelist, she was a lawyer and a teacher. th
grade historical fiction - depaul university - compare and contrast historical fiction questions developed
by center for urban education for use by chicago public schools 2008-2009. choose the best answer for each
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friends. b. they work hard. c. they travel a lot. d. they have ... keywords for specific genres “literature
and fiction” - keywords for specific genres “literature and fiction” keywords ancient medieval renaissance
16th century 17th century 18th century 19th century 20th century 21st century aging, aged childhood, youth
coming of age death, loss, grief depression, mental illness alcohol abuse, drug abuse family life friendship
immigration, immigrant love marriage a journey to the new world - scholastic - writing a journey to the
new world: the diary of remember patience whipple? what i enjoyed most was writing from the perspective of
an ordinary twelve-year-old girl. when i was growing up, i loved reading historical fiction, but too often it was
about males or if it was about females they were girls who were going to grow up to be famous like betsy best
books for junior high - cssd.ab - please remember to always read reviews and choose what is appropriate
for you. ... historical fiction, romance, adventure evil genius by catherine jinks villains, adventure, politics the
secret life of bees by sue monk kidd historical fiction, coming-of-age, reality literature on the civil rights
era for young readers - literature on the civil rights era for young readers an annotated bibliography
compiled and written by sasha lauterbach and marion reynolds prepared for we’ll never turn back: voices of
the civil rights movement a conference for teachers of grades 3–8 and school librarians april 3, 2013 cosponsored by john fitzgerald kennedy national ...
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